The delivery of copper for thylakoid import observed by NMR
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The thylakoid compartments of plant chloroplasts are a vital destination for copper. Copper is needed to form holo-plastocyanin, which must shuttle electrons between photosystems to convert light into biologically useful chemical energy. Copper can bind tightly to proteins, so it has been hypothesized that copper partitions onto ligand-exchange pathways to reach intracellular locations without inflicting damage en route. The copper metallochaperone Atx1 of chloroplast-related cyanobacteria (ScAtx1) engages in bacterial two-hybrid interactions with N-terminal domains of copper-transporting ATPases CtaA (cell import) and PacS (thylakoid import). Here we visualize copper delivery. The N-terminal domain of PacS has a ferredoxin-like fold that forms copper-dependent heterodimers with ScAtx1. Removal of copper, by the addition of the cuprous-ion chelator bathocuproine disulfonate, disrupts this heterodimer, as shown from a reduction of the overall tumbling rate of the protein mixture. The NMR spectral changes of the heterodimer versus the separate proteins reveal that loops 1, 3, and 5 (the carboxyl tail) of the ScAtx1 Cu(I) site switch to an apo-like configuration in the heterodimer. NMR data (2JNH couplings in the imidazole ring of 15N ScAtx1 His-61) also show that His-61, bound to copper(I) in [Cu(I)ScAtx1]2, is not coordinated to copper in the heterodimer. A model for the PacS2/Cu(I)/ScAtx1 complex is presented. Contact with PacS induces change to the ScAtx1 copper-coordination sphere that drives copper release for thylakoid import. These data also elaborate on the mechanism to keep copper(I) out of the ZiaA2 ATPase zinc sites.
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Most of the biosphere relies either directly or indirectly on effective copper delivery to the thylakoids of primary producers such as plants and cyanobacteria. Cyanobacterial thylakoids can be considered a bacterial precedent for copper trafficking to an internal compartment (1). Within the thylakoid lumen is located the copper protein plastocyanin, which is obligatory for photosynthetic electron transport within the chloroplasts of higher plants and optional in some cyanobacteria (2). Plastocyanin is imported into thylakoids as an unfolded protein (3), necessitating a separate copper supply to form the holoenzyme. Some cyanobacterial thylakoids also contain a caa3-type cytochrome c₆ oxidase that requires three atoms of copper (1). The enzymatic demand for copper in thylakoids sets cyanobacteria apart from other bacteria, in which there is currently no unequivocally documented metabolic need for this metal to traverse the cytosol. Other bacteria do have copper requirements located outside or embedded within the plasma membrane. Ongoing studies of copper supply to particulate methane monoxygenase and for molibdopterin biosynthesis are also searching for evidence of cytosolic copper demand in other bacterial groups (4).

Analyses of mutants of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 6803 established that two copper-transporting P₁-type ATPases, PacS and CtaA, plus a small soluble copper metallochaperone, Atx1 (ScAtx1), are required for normal photosynthetic electron transfer via plastocyanin and for the activity of a second, thylakoid-located copper protein, a caa3-type cytochrome oxidase (5, 6). In common with related orthologues from other bacteria, yeast, and human (7–10), ScAtx1 directly interacts in two hybrid assays (5) and in vitro studies (11) with the soluble, N-terminal domains of P₁-type copper ATPases. However, unlike eukaryotic copper metallochaperones, which interact with a single ATPase, ScAtx1 associates with two such ATPases, PacS and CtaA. In Synechococcus PCC 7942, PacS is located in thylakoid membranes (12), whereas CtaA is thought to import copper to the plasma membrane (13). The phenotypes of Δatx1 and ΔpacS mutants of Synechocystis PCC 6803 are consistent with both ATPases transporting copper in an inward direction, one into the cytosol and then the other into the thylakoid lumen (5). This pathway provides an attractive system for studying the process of copper transfer between a copper metallochaperone and its partners.

There is considerable interest in understanding the processes at a molecular level by which copper is handed between partner proteins in cellular trafficking pathways and intracellular metal release is avoided. Recently, the NMR solution structure of ScAtx1 (11) and extended x-ray absorption fine structure data (14) revealed that loop 1, containing Cys ligands, and loop 5, containing His-61, are involved in copper coordination, forming a symmetrical copper-bridged [Cu(I)ScAtx1]; homodimer. The third imidozolate ligand is absent in related proteins from other organisms (15), and it is noted that the absence of a final β strand means that loop 5 becomes a carboxyl tail in ScAtx1 (11). In yeast, it has been proposed that the observed flexibility in loops 1 and 5 of Atx1 may provide a trigger for copper release and allow the metallochaperone to adapt to its two partners: downstream of CTR1 and upstream of Ccc2 (10). In the CopZ/Cu(I)/CopAb complex (CopAb being the second N-terminal domain of the CopA ATPase from Bacillus subtilis), loop 1 of CopZ takes the conformation of the apo form rather than that of the copper form (7), which indicates that copper is released from the metallochaperone to the ATPase. ΔcopZ mutants were subsequently shown to be copper-sensitive (8), consistent with a role in export rather than import. It is anticipated that any analogous mechanism for ScAtx1 has somehow been adapted to force copper transfer to the metallochaperone from one P₁-type ATPase and release to another, and His-61 has been suggested to play a significant role in driving the two distinct copper-transfer mechanisms (1). Indeed, conversion of His-61 to Arg altered two-hybrid interaction with PacS but not with CtaA, implying that the residue
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at position His-61 can interact differently with the complementary surfaces of the two different copper ATPases (14).

Here we have determined the solution structure of the N-terminal region of PacS (PacScATx1) in its apo form and studied protein–protein interaction between apoPacScATx1 and Cu(I)ScAtx1 to investigate the role of His-61 in the copper-transfer mechanism. We establish that apoPacScATx1 is organized into a ferredoxin-like fold comprising residues 1–72, whereas residues 74–95, constituting the linker between the ferredoxin-like domain and the first transmembrane helix of PacS ATPase, are not structured and flexible. We also establish that apoPacScATx1 forms a heterodimeric complex with Cu(I)ScAtx1 by breaking the homodimeric state of [Cu(I)ScAtx1]2. The copper ion is associated with PacScATx1 in the protein complex rather than solely ScAtx1, with His-61 ceasing to contribute toward copper coordination and Glu-13 assisting intermolecular metal migration.

Results and Discussion
Solution Structure and Dynamics of apoPacScATx1. The apo form of PacScATx1 (95 aa) is essentially in a folded state, as indicated by the 1H-15N heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) spectrum showing a good spreading of NH signals. However, a number of peaks are clustered in the spectral region, which is typical of unfolded polypeptides (amide proton resonances clustered between 8 and 8.5 ppm). Of the expected 91 15N backbone amide resonances, 78 were observed and assigned. The missing resonances are located in loop regions and in the C-terminal tail. Resonance assignments are available at the BioMagResBank (www.bmrb.wisc.edu).

The solution structure of apoPacScATx1, as obtained by using 1,356 meaningful upper-distance limits and 86 angle restraints, has, after energy minimization, an rms deviation to the mean structure for protein backbone (for residues 4–70) of 0.63 Å (with a variability of 0.19 Å) and 1.08 Å (with a variability of 0.22 Å) for the heavy atoms. A statistical analysis of the apoPacScATx1 structure is reported in Table 2, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. The structure (shown in Fig. 1) has the classical ferredoxin-like fold, typical of metallochaperones and soluble N-terminal domains of heavy metal ATPases (16–19), featuring the secondary structure elements β1 (3–10), α1 (17–26), β2 (31–37), β3 (41–48), α2 (54–62), and βα (66–68).

The correlation time for molecular reorientation (τm), as estimated from the R2/R1 ratio, is 5.6 ± 0.4 ns, as expected for a protein of this size in a monomeric state (10). The heteronuclear relaxation parameters [R1, R2, and 1H-15N nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)] (Fig. 5, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site) are mostly homogeneous along the polypeptide sequence from residues 1–70, indicating the presence of an essentially rigid and compact structure, with the exception of a few residues, mainly located in loops, which show the presence of conformational equilibria. The average relaxation values are 2.00 s−1 (with a variability of 0.17 s−1) for R1, 8.44 s−1 (with a variability of 1.71 s−1) for R2, and 0.75 s−1 (with a variability of 0.09 s−1) for 1H-15N NOEs, calculated excluding the C-terminal tail (residues 71–95). Conversely, the C-terminal tail, encompassing residues 71–95, is characterized by very low or negative 1H-15N NOE values. The spectral density-function analysis (Fig. 6, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site) confirms that apoPacScATx1 protein behaves as a rigid body up to residue 70, while it shows that the C-terminal region is flexible, experiencing local motions on a nanosecond–picosecond time scale (faster than the overall protein-tumbling rate), as indicated by J(0α) values significantly higher than average. In addition, because all of the NH signals of the C-terminal tail (residues 74–95) are clustered in the spectral region typical of unfolded polypeptides, the C-terminal tail of the protein must be fluctuating in solution with random coil conformations. Some motions on both nanosecond–picosecond and millisecond–microsecond time scales [as indicated by J(0) and J(0α) values higher than the average (Fig. 6)] are also observed for a few residues located close to the metal-binding site (loops 1 and 3 at the beginning of helix α1).

Interaction of apoPacScATx1 with Copper(I). The interaction between the copper chaperone ScAtx1 and the N-terminal metal-binding domain PacScATx1 has been investigated by recording 1H-15N HSQC spectra on Cu(I)ScAtx1 and apo15NPacScATx1 samples at increasing concentrations (up to doubling) of the unlabeled partners, apoPacScATx1 and Cu(I)ScAtx1, respectively. The two titrations show that (i) the apparent concentration of labeled protein decreases as its signals decrease in intensity, and (ii) a new set of signals appear and increase in intensity, indicating the presence of another species or of a mixture of species in rapid exchange. When the two proteins are mixed, the following equilibria can be operative:

\[
\frac{1}{2}[\text{Cu(I)ScAtx1}]_2 + \text{apoPacScATx1} \rightleftharpoons \text{ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacScATx1} \]

state A

\[
\equiv \text{apoScAtx1 + Cu(I)PacScATx1} \]

state B

\[
\equiv \text{C} \]

state C

1 The weighted-average chemical-shift differences were estimated by using the formula Δavg = (ΔH2 + ΔJ/5Hz)2/2, where ΔH and ΔJ are chemical-shift differences for 1H and 15N, respectively.
where Cu(I)ScAtx1 is in a homodimeric form. The first equilibrium in Eq. 1 is slow on the NMR time scale, because the intensity of the signals of Cu(I)ScAtx1 and apoPacSN decreases along both titrations [Cu(I)15NScAtx1 with unlabeled apoPacSN and apo15NPacSN with unlabeled Cu(I)ScAtx1], and those of the new set of signals increase. The second equilibrium of Eq. 1 must be fast on the NMR time scale, because the new sets of signals differ from those of the isolated apoScAtx1, Cu(I)ScAtx1, Cu(I)PacSN, or apoPacSN. Overall, therefore, the spectral changes and the relaxation data (see below) suggest that (i) ScAtx1 is interacting with PacSN and (ii) the new species represents a mixture of the ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN heterodimer in fast exchange with the free apoScAtx1 and Cu(I)-PacSN (states B + C). The lifetime of the adduct between Cu(I)-ScAtx1 and apoPacSN is long relative to the difference between the chemical shift of the NHs of the mixture of states B and C on one side and those of the free forms of [Cu(I)ScAtx1] or apoPacSN on the other and has a lower limit in the range of milliseconds. This limit is obtained considering the maximum difference between chemical shifts of a given resonance, not affected by a significant line broadening, in the free protein with respect to that in the complex and was calculated from the apo15NPacSN/Cu(I)ScAtx1 titration. In the case of the interaction between yeast Atx1 and its partner Ccc2a, all of the equilibria in Eq. 1 are fast on the NMR time scale (10), with a lifetime <1 ms. The different behavior between yeast Atx1 interacting with Ccc2a compared with ScAtx1 interacting with PacSN (i.e., fast versus slow exchange) can be rationalized on the basis that copper is more easily accessible in the homodimeric state of yeast Atx1, whereas it is largely buried in the homodimeric state of ScAtx1, which is maintained at concentrations as low as 0.1 mM (11). It remains to be established whether the protein is dimeric at concentrations found inside cells.

The relative intensity of the signals provides quantitative information on the distribution of the species involved in the first equilibrium. From the relative intensity of the two sets of signals, it is calculated that ∼70% of the proteins are in the states B + C when the two proteins are 1 mM and in a 1:1 ratio. Information on the species distribution in the second equilibrium can be obtained from relaxation data. Because the 15N longitudinal ($R_1$) and transverse ($R_2$) relaxation rates are very sensitive to the protein-tumbling rate (i.e., the correlation time $\tau_m$), they provide precise information on the average molecular size. If the signals of ScAtx1 in the B + C mixture are analyzed, the relative amounts of apoScAtx1 and ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN can be obtained. The experimental value of the average $\tau_m$ of ScAtx1 in states B + C is $7.1 \pm 0.4$ ns (Table 1), whereas $\tau_m$ of $\approx 10$ ns is expected for ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN, because it results from the sum of the two individual $\tau_m$ values (4.3 + 5.6 ns). Therefore, the complex ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN is present as 55% of the mixture B + C**, whereas 45% is constituted by the free apoScAtx1 and Cu(I)PacSN proteins. The same values are obtained when the signals of PacSN in the B + C mixture are analyzed (Table 1). If the distribution of the species in the first equilibrium of Eq. 1 is also considered, at a 1:1 ratio ∼40% of each protein is in the ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN complex and 60% in the isolated ScAtx1 and PacSN proteins (states A + C), half of which are metalated.

Copper binding can be reversed by the addition of bathocuproine disulfonate, a strong Cu(I) chelator that is capable of extracting copper from the 1:1 ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN complex. In the presence of 3 eq of bathocuproine disulfonate, the complex was converted into the two isolated apo proteins, resulting in colored bathocuproine disulfonate/copper(I) complex. The 2D $^1$H-$^1$5N HSQC spectrum of ScAtx1 is almost identical to the apo form, and the correlation time $\tau_m$ is similar to that of the monomeric apo state (Table 1), indicating that the two apo species are not interacting with each other once copper is sequestered by a strong copper(I) chelator. This copper dependency is analogous to observations on yeast and human homologues in which copper is necessary for complex formation (20).

**Structural aspects.** In both proteins the resonances of the residues closer to the metal-binding sites broaden beyond detection [Cu(I)ScAtx1 residues 11–14 and in apoPacSN residues 13, 14, 17, and 19–21], suggesting that conformational equilibria are operative in loop 1 and helix $\alpha_1$ of both proteins, as already observed for other homologous interacting pairs (7, 10). From a comparison of the $^1$H-$^1$5N HSQC of free Cu(I)15NScAtx1 (Fig. 2A) or apo15NScAtx1 (Fig. 2B) (blue contours) with that of the ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN, apoScAtx1, and Cu(I)PacSN mixture (red contours), it seems that the chemical-shift changes are mainly localized in stretches of 9–25, 38–41, and 56–64 residues, which constitute loops 1 and 3, helices $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ and the C terminus. The corresponding regions of yeast Atx1 and bacterial CopZ are involved in protein–protein contacts with their partners (7, 10). Furthermore, the $^1$H and $^1$5N resonances of ScAtx1 in the complex are closer to those of the apoScAtx1 form than to those of Cu(I)ScAtx1. This is clearly evident from the NH chemical shifts of loop 3 (residues 38–41), located in close contact with the metal-binding site, which in the complex are very similar to those observed in apoScAtx1 but different from those of Cu(I)ScAtx1 (Fig. 2). These data suggest that ScAtx1 in the complex is structurally similar to the apo form.

This picture is confirmed when the other partner, PacSN, is analyzed. Fig. 8, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, shows the $^1$H-$^1$5N HSQC spectra of the isolated apo15NPacSN protein or Cu(I)15NPacSN (blue contours) overlaid onto that of the ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN, apoScAtx1, and Cu(I)PacSN mixture containing equal concentrations of the two proteins (red contours). Unlike ScAtx1, no dramatic differences between the $^1$H and $^1$5N resonances of PacSN in the complex and those of free apo or Cu(I)PacSN forms are observed. However, the major changes are still localized in loop 1 and helix $\alpha_3$ (residues 13–24) and helix $\alpha_2$ and loop 5 (residues 61–64) (Fig. 8), similar to what was observed in the yeast Atx1/Ccc2a complex (10). In particular, the chemical shifts of Ala-18, which is the only residue close to the metal-binding motif whose NH is still detectable in the complex, differ from the complex from that of the isolated apo and Cu(I)PacSN (Fig. 8).

The copper-binding site in ScAtx1 involves two Cys (12 and 15, located in loop 1 and helix $\alpha_1$, respectively) and His-61 in loop 5 (the carboxyl tail). This was established on the basis of the solution NMR structure and $^1$J $^1$H-$^1$5N HSQC experiments focused on His-61 (11), in agreement with previous extended x-ray absorption fine structure data (14). The solution structure also indicated a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Average $R_1$ and $R_2$ relaxation rates (s$^{-1}$) for amide $^1$5N nuclei measured for apo and Cu(I)ScAtx1 and apoPacSN from Synchoecystis PCC 6803 and for Cu(I)ScAtx1 in the presence of unlabeled apoPacSN and apoPacSN in the presence of unlabeled Cu(I)ScAtx1.</th>
<th>$R_1$, s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$R_2$, s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\tau_m$, ns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ApoScAtx1 (0.6 mM)*</td>
<td>2.46 ± 0.07</td>
<td>7.09 ± 0.19</td>
<td>4.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I)ScAtx1 (0.8 mM)*</td>
<td>1.66 ± 0.14</td>
<td>10.98 ± 0.40</td>
<td>7.6 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApoPacSN (1 mM)*</td>
<td>2.00 ± 0.17</td>
<td>8.44 ± 1.71</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I)ScAtx1 in presence of apoPacSN at 1:1 ratio</td>
<td>2.42 ± 0.18</td>
<td>10.90 ± 0.22</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I)ScAtx1 in presence of apoPacSN at 1:1 ratio + 1.0 mM BCS</td>
<td>2.62 ± 0.20</td>
<td>7.36 ± 0.35</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apoPacSN in presence of Cu(I)ScAtx1 at 1:1 ratio*</td>
<td>1.84 ± 0.41</td>
<td>11.65 ± 2.05</td>
<td>7.9 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Performed at 600 MHz.
†Performed at 500 MHz.

**The species distribution calculation takes into account that the experimental $\tau_m$ value is given by $10 \times$ fraction of ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN + 4.3 $\times$ fraction of apoScAtx1.
dimeric state for the copper form, where the coordinating residues of two copper ions are provided by both protein molecules of the dimer (11). Addition of apoPacSN to Cu(I)ScAtx1 produces the detachment of His-61 from copper as revealed in $\text{J}^1\text{NH}_{15\text{N}}$ HSQC experiments performed during a titration. In a 1:1 protein mixture, a broad pattern in the $\text{J}^1\text{NH}_{15\text{N}}$ HSQC spectrum appears, the chemical shift of which is similar to that observed for His-61 in apoScAtx1 (Fig. 9, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). These data suggest that His-61 of ScAtx1 ceases to be involved in copper coordination in the ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN complex, consistent with the interaction of copper(I) with PacSN in the complex.

**HADDOCK Structural Model.** On the basis of the spectral changes observed after interaction of one protein with the partner, a structural model of the complex was calculated (Fig. 3) using Cu(I)ScAtx1 and apoPacSN as starting structures. This adduct can be taken as the first step in the interaction between the two proteins. In the complex, ScAtx1 and PacSN maintain their global fold with an average value of buried-contact surface area ranging from 1,320 to 1,050 Å2 within all calculated structures. The interacting region involves mainly loops 1 and 5 and helices $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ on both proteins. From the model (Fig. 4), it clearly emerges that copper(I) is shared by Cys residues of PacSN and ScAtx1, whereas His-61, which is not involved in metal coordination, moves very far from copper (at 6.8 Å) as a consequence of the presence of the interacting PacSN. Intermolecular Cys-bridged copper binding, together with the concomitant release of His-61, is therefore one of the key driving forces for the interaction between the two proteins and copper transfer.

In addition to copper binding, the complex is stabilized further by a network of intermolecular hydrogen bonds and salt bridges, involving both charged and polar amino acids at the interface between the two proteins. The identity and the number of less conserved hydrogen bonds may vary from one run to another, but some electrostatic interactions are consistently found in the 20 lowest-energy structures. These interactions occur between the side chains of Asn-25, Glu-26, Lys-21, and Ser-58 of ScAtx1 with the side...
chains of Lys-27, Asp-58, and Arg-62 of PacSN and between the backbone carbonyl of Ala-57 and Ser-58 of ScAtx1 with the side chains of Arg-23 and Arg-62 of PacSN. These interactions may optimize the relative orientation of the two proteins to allow a close contact between the two metal-binding regions for efficient metal transfer. In this respect, the interaction mode of ScAtx1 and PacSN is similar to the analogous yeast complex (21), in which there is a similar average contact area, ranging from 1,302 to 1,123 Å². However, in the Atx1/Ccc2a model, the $E_{\text{inter}}$ contribution (−480 kcal/mol$^{-1}$) to $E_{\text{total}}$ intermolecular energy is much higher than in ScAtx1/PacSN (Table 3, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The complementary charge on the surfaces of the yeast homologues (10) is indeed much more prominent with respect to the bacterial ScAtx1 and PacSN (Fig. 3), thus contributing more to the stabilization of the protein–protein complex. This distinction is consistent with a greater proportion of heterodimer with the yeast proteins. An intermolecular hydrogen bond was consistently detected between O$_{\text{H}}$ heterodimer with the yeast proteins. An intermolecular hydrogen complex. This distinction is consistent with a greater proportion of chains of Arg-23 and Arg-62 of PacSN. These interactions may also cooperate with the backbone carbonyl of Ala-57 and Ser-58 of ScAtx1 with the side chain of Glu-13 in ScAtx1 and SH$_{\text{Y}}$ of PacSN Cys-14. Substitution of Glu-13 in ScAtx1 with a residue that does not form hydrogen bonds (Ala) or that will not abstract a proton (Gln) impairs two-hybrid interactions (bacterial two-hybrid assays are described in Supporting Text and Fig. 10, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).

Conclusions

We have structurally characterized the N-terminal metal-binding region of the copper(I)-ATPase PacS in its apo state and found that it forms a ferredoxin-like fold typical of this class of proteins (Fig. 1). Conformational changes that occur after formation of ScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN heterodimers have been monitored in both partners, and they are most extensive for ScAtx1 (Figs. 2 and 8). The chemical environments of residues forming loops 1, 3, and 5 (the carboxyl end of the loop) of Cu(I)ScAtx1, the three regions that are proximal to the copper(I)-binding site, undergo the most remarkable change. In the heterodimer, loops 1 and 3 of ScAtx1 are more similar in conformation to those of apoScAtx1, consistent with Cu(I)ScAtx1 switching to an apo-like form after contact with the soluble domain of the ATPase, PacS. Critically, it emerges from NMR signals (Fig. 9) and it is predicted that this will not apply to ScAtx1–ZiaAN. We are now aware of another level of complexity, because if ZiaAN were to acquire copper from ScAtx1, it would not only have to form a complex but it would also need to (i) induce the conformational change caused by PacSN to displace His-61 from the ligand sphere, to convert ScAtx1 into an apo-like form, and (ii) precisely position Glu-13 to allow hydrogen bonding to one of the accepting thiol ligands. Notably, Asp-16 on ZiaAN is likely to repulse Glu-13 such that it will not orientate proximally to ZiaAN thiol.

The concept that metallochaperones deliver copper to intracellular destinations has been widely reported and reviewed (4, 25–27). In eukaryotes, the copper chaperone for superoxide dismutase 1 (CCS) is thought to deliver copper to superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), COX17 to mitochondria, and ATOX1 to the trans-Golgi network. Evidence that yeast SOD1 has fentomolar affinity for copper but remains inactive in the absence of CCS supports the notion that copper is supplied by the metallochaperone (28). However, it was established more recently that CCS activates SOD1, at least in part, via formation of an essential disulfide (29, 30), and CCS is not obligatory for SOD1 activation in some species (31). Furthermore, COX17 is now known to be functional when tethered to the mitochondrial inner membrane (32). Thus, some of the evidence for intracellular copper delivery by metallochaperones has become more equivocal. The data presented here have established that ScAtx1 undergoes subtle conformational changes after interaction with its presumptive copper-accepting partner, which is fully consistent with copper release from the metallochaperone, providing timely support for the hypothesis that this protein has evolved to deliver copper to the thylakoid copper importer.

Materials and Methods

PacSN and ScAtx1 Protein Expression and Purification. Recombinant PacSN protein was expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) cells with M9 minimal medium supplemented with [13C]glucose and/or [15N]NH$_4$SO$_4$ used to generate labeled protein. PacSN protein was purified by using a 5-ml HiTrap Q XL column eluted with 25 mM Tris (pH 9) (500 mM NaCl. PacSN was concentrated and further purified on a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 column equilibrated in 25 mM Tris (pH 9). Proteins were kept in anaerobic conditions, and buffer was changed by ultrafiltration against sodium phosphate (pH 7) with the addition of reducing agent DTT to 4 mM. Protein purification was monitored through gel electrophoresis. The Cu(I)-PacSN protein was prepared by adding 1 eq of [Cu(I)-CH$_3$CN]PF$_6$ in CH$_3$CN to a solution of the reduced apoprotein in 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7). No exogenous thiol was added to the sample buffer. Isotopic labeling, protein expression, purification, and metallation of ScAtx1 were performed as described in ref. 11.

NMR Experiments and Structure Calculations. The NMR experiments, collected at fields ranging from 18.8 to 11.7 T (from 800 to 500 MHz) (reported in Table 4, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), were recorded on 13C/15N- and 13C/15N-labeled samples of apoPacSN at 298 K. An automated CANDID approach (33) was used to assign the ambiguous NOE crosspeaks. Structure calculations then were performed through iterative cycles of DYANA (34) followed by
restrained energy minimization with AMBER 8.0 (35) applied to each member of the family. The quality of the structures was evaluated by using the program PROCHECK-NMR (36).

NMR Titration of the Two Proteins. Titrations of Cu(I)15NScAtx1 with unlabelled apoPacSN and apo15NPacSN with unlabelled Cu(I)-ScAtx1 were performed following the NMR spectral changes in the 1H,15N HSQC spectra after the addition of increasing amounts of the unlabeled partner. Aliquots were added in a Coy chamber under a nitrogen atmosphere at 298 K. Two-dimensional total correlation spectroscopy and NOESY and three-dimensional NOESY,15N HSQC experiments were recorded on the 15NScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN and 15NPacSN/Cu(I)/ScAtx1 mixtures with protein concentration ratios of 1:0.5 and 1:1, respectively. To identify the coordination mode of copper(I)-binding histidine during the titration steps of Cu(I)15NScAtx1 with unlabelled apoPacSN, a 1H,15N HSQC experiment was performed for measuring JH1Hα, JHαNε, JHαNε, and JHαNε coupling constants (37). In this experiment, the INEPT (Insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarization transfer) delay was set to 22 ms.

Relaxation Measurements and Analysis. 15N R1, R2, and steady-state heteronuclear NOE measurements were performed at 14.1 and 11.7 T (30 MHz, respectively) at 298 K using already reported pulse sequences (38) on the isolated apo and Cu(I)/PacSN and the 15NScAtx1/Cu(I)/PacSN and ScAtx1/Cu(I)/15NPacSN mixtures. In all experiments, the water signal was suppressed with a “water flip-back” scheme (39). Relaxation rates R1 and R2 were determined by fitting the crosspeak intensities measured as a function of the delay within the pulse sequence to a single-exponential decay. Errors on the rates were estimated through a Monte Carlo approach. The heteronuclear NOE values were obtained from the ratio of the peak intensity for 1H-saturated and unsaturated spectra. The experimental relaxation rates were used to map the spectral density-function values, J(01H), J(0), and J(0), following a procedure as described (40).

The overall rotational correlation time τc values were estimated from the R2/R1 ratio by using the program QUADRICS.DIFFUSION (41, 42). The relaxation data of those NHs having an exchange contribu-
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